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ABSTRACT

Perkins, Jackie L. M.A., Department of History, Wright State University, 2021. Gardening the
Gilded Age: Creating the Landscape of the Future.
The Gilded Age was a time of rapid change in the United States’ history. In contrast to the
extensive literature regarding wilderness and the founding of environmental organizations during
the period, relatively little has been written about the gardens of private residences and the
impact these gardens have had on today’s environment. These gardens, and the individuals who
designed and provided for them, were at the forefront of the introduction of many new and exotic
plants to the American landscape. This thesis explores two built environments, North Carolina’s
Biltmore Estate and the Barker Mansion in Indiana, and how these environments and human
innovation interacted in domesticated spaces, as well as how that interaction went on to shape
broader landscapes for decades to come.
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Introduction
The Gilded Age in the United States is often framed as a period when industrialization
was the main driving force of the country. Much of the scholarship on this time period focuses
on the rapid advancement in technology and society that took place at its height. The impact of
these advances can still be seen today, but they are not the only products of the Gilded Age. As
industrialization took off, the growth of cities and the introduction of new technology created a
longing in a large portion of the population to go “back to nature.” This longing accelerated the
movement to establish National Parks and forests, to build and create public parks (as well as
cemeteries that resembled parks), and the construction of private gardens at the homes of the
wealthy elite. This was the era that began the environmental movement in America.
Much has been written on environmentalism during this time period, with a large portion
of that scholarship focused on the National Parks, the rise of an early environmental movement,
and the people who influenced that movement.1 In contrast, little has been written about the
gardens of private residences and the impact those gardens have had on today’s environment.
These gardens might not seem to have the same, obvious influence as the topics mentioned
above. But their impact can easily be seen in modern gardening practices, innovations in
gardening and landscaping, the vines used for decoration that slowly took over the houses and
neighborhoods to which they were introduced, and plants that were once sought after as exotic
but are now commonplace in gardens across the country. The Gilded Age was a time of rapid
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Examples of this literature include Thomas Wellock, Preserving the Nation: The Conservation and
Environmental Movements 1870-2000 (New York: Wiley-Blackwell, 2007); Roy Rosenzweig and
Elizabeth Blackmar, The Park and the People: A History of Central Park (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1992); Shen Hou, The City Natural: Garden and Forest Magazine and the Rise of American
Environmentalism (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2013); Samuel P. Hays, Conservation and
the Gospel of Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation Movement 1890-1920 (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1999)
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introduction of plants to America and the gardens of private residences were at the forefront of
this introduction, as the wealthy elite sought to copy European gardens and to ensure that their
gardens were more elaborate than those of their neighbors. The plants they brought to America to
decorate these opulent gardens became commonplace, with some of the introduced plants
becoming invasive over the next century as they escaped the gardens to grow wild and
unchecked, while others became garden standards. To tell the story of these small, yet important,
impacts this thesis will investigate the history of both the urban garden of the Barker Mansion in
Michigan City, Indiana, as well as the gardens and grounds of a sprawling country estate, the
Biltmore, in North Carolina.2
The Barker Mansion and the Biltmore Estate dominate two very different landscapes and,
in many ways, differ greatly from each other in both size and design. Built during the same
decade, the two properties reflect similar ideals of the Gilded Age bourgeoise in the opulence
displayed both in the homes and in their accompanying gardens. Their similar construction dates
but different settings make them ideal for a study such as this, as they represent the two most
common living styles of the wealthy elite during the Gilded Age: imposing inner-city mansions
and sprawling country estates. Due to the contrasting locations of the two, the Barker Mansion
and the Biltmore Estate serve as excellent examples of not only the homes of the period elites,
but also of the gardens that so commonly ornamented their properties. The Barker Mansion with
its walled, sunken Italian garden is a well-maintained example of the urban mansions of not only
the Gilded Age but particularly of the American Midwest, as it echoes the designs popular in

2

Both the Barker Mansion and the Biltmore Estate operate today as tourist attractions. At both sites, the
gardens are still in existence, although the garden of the Barker Mansion has gone through renovations
over the past century. General information regarding both attractions is located on their official websites:
details concerning the Biltmore Estate can be found at biltmore.com and information regarding the Barker
Mansion can be found at barkermansion.com.
2

Chicago and other large midwestern cities. The Biltmore Estate, on the other hand, stands today
as the most well-known and well-maintained example of Gilded Age excesses and boasts
gardens that many landscape architects used as models for other homes of the time period.3
Taken together, these two sites exemplify the trends and schools of thought that dominated the
profession of landscape architecture during the American Gilded Age and did much to influence
American ideas about domesticated nature.
The plant life in the gardens of the two locations reflected the trends of the time. Many of
those plants are now common in modern home gardens across the country. During the Gilded
Age however, many of the species planted in the gardens that surrounded the homes of the
wealthy elite were exotic and new to America. While a many of these introduced plants had little
to no impact on the surrounding landscape since they could not spread without purposeful
propagation, there were some that needed no help to propagate and easily escaped the confines of
the gardens to grow wild. Some of the plants that spread beyond the bounds of the garden would
go on to become invasive in multiple regions of the country. Many of these now-invasive plants
are seen today as pretty but sometimes irritating wildflowers, vines, and decorative grasses that
are difficult to keep out of modern gardens, landscapes, and even cities. Although invasive plant
species may seem to be a simple inconvenience for gardeners and homeowners, the true
ecological and architectural impact of these plant species can be hard to see.4

Bill Alexander’s book is the result of decades of work at the Biltmore Estate and is one of the best
sources that can be found of the history of the grounds. Bill Alexander, The Biltmore Nursery: A
Botanical Legacy (Charleston: Natural History Press, 2007).
4
The accepted standard for the history of invasive plant species in America are the works of Alfred
Crosby: Alfred Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Pub. Co., 1972); Alfred Crosby, Ecological Imperialism: The Biological
Expansion of Europe, 900-1900 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986).
3
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Invasive species are problematic in the natural landscape as they often colonize habitats
and use resources that native plants need to survive. This can lead to native plants dying off or
declining in numbers as new species take their places. Additionally, some invasive species even
directly attack native species or create a parasitic relationship with native species to ensure their
own survival. This also commonly leads to native species dying off as the invasive species
become more and more prevalent. One well-known example of an invasive species destroying
native plant life is that of the North American Chestnut Blight, an invasive fungus that originated
in Asia, which attacked American chestnut trees. The fungus and its effect on the chestnut trees
were initially noticed during the latter half of the Gilded Age in the early 1900s, after it escaped
a horticultural nursery.5 The end result of the unrelenting attack by the fungus was a steady and
rapid decline in the population of chestnut trees in North America, one of the continent's most
important forest trees. The Chestnut Blight is still ongoing today, killing trees as they reach
maturity, just one example of the long-term impact of invasive species in North America.
Gardens of the Gilded Age were often sites that accidently introduced these invasive species to
the country, although most of the results of their invasions were not as extreme as that of the
fungus that caused the Chestnut Blight.
It is not only rural landscapes that are affected by invasive plant species introduced
during the American Gilded Age. Urban cityscapes also bear the scars of these exotic plants, and
the impact is often more visible to us today than what can easily be seen in the rural landscape.
For example, leading into and during the Gilded Age, it was very common for mansions to be
covered with decorative climbing vines, although this trend slowly died off around the turn of the

5

Donald Edward Davis, Where There are Mountains: An Environmental History of the Southern
Appalachians (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2011), 193.
4

century. Various species of vines were used for this purpose, but they all had one thing in
common: their ability to grow fast and establish root holds in the smallest crack in the bricks of
these mansion walls. Though the sight of these vines clinging to their outer walls gave mansions
a regal appearance, the structural issues they created could be serious. Many cities with old town
centers and mansions dating to the Gilded Age have lost buildings to these decorative vines and,
often, those vines continue to slowly destroy the urban cityscape today. Invasive and destructive
plant species are capable of erasing architectural history as thoroughly as native ecosystems. 6
The grounds of the Barker Mansion and the Biltmore Estate are worlds apart, not only in
size but also in the techniques used and people involved in creating the gardens and landscapes
that still stand today. The Barker Mansion showcases not only the innovative designs that helped
to maintain classic sunken gardens, but also home landscape gardening trends that continue
today with the introduction of plants that were new and exotic during the Gilded Age. The
Biltmore Estate on the other hand represents over a century of careful, deliberate environmental
curation by some of the top experts in the fields of landscape design, forestry, horticulture, and
botany. Despite these differences, both are strong examples of how gardening in the Gilded Age
still affects modern gardening practices and the plant world around us. Both locations show not
only how nature has shaped itself over the past century, but also reveal the fingerprints of the
people who helped to create the template that can still be seen on the grounds of both the Barker
Mansion and the Biltmore Estate, as well as gardens throughout the country. And the two sites

6

One important aspect for this thesis is to understand the urban environments of many of the mansion
gardens of the period. The following sources are two general guides for the urban environment of the
Gilded Age: Martin Melosi, The Sanitary City: Urban Infrastructure in America from Colonial Times to
the Present (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000); Jon A. Peterson, The Birth of City
Planning in the United States, 1840-1917 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003).
5

were the products of some of the foremost conservationists and horticultural figures of the era,
including Frederick Law Olmsted, Gifford Pinchot, and Jens Jensen.
This thesis will take the separate histories of these two landscapes and the people who
helped create them and show that the gardens of days gone by remain influential for our
domestic landscapes today. This is accomplished through a three-chapter format framed by an
introduction and a conclusion. The first chapter provides a broad history of how the American
Gilded Age had a large influence on the transference of plants from foreign countries to America
and how these foreign plants became either invasive or “naturalized” over the next century. Here
some of the countries, people, and businesses that were most important in the global horticultural
trade to America during this period are examined. The second chapter focuses on the grounds of
the Biltmore Estate. It covers the people involved in creating its gardens and forests, as well as
the importance of the Biltmore Estate to the American environmental movement. The influence
of the Biltmore Estate on other gardens created during the Gilded Age will also be examined
with particular attention paid to the Biltmore Nursery and its influence. The third chapter turns to
the Barker Mansion and studies an inner-city mansion garden with discussion of the unique
challenges and innovations that came from its urban location. The role of the Barker Mansion’s
garden in horticultural education is also a part of this story. This chapter will also look at the
influence of Gilded Age gardens on the modern urban cityscape more broadly.
America’s Gilded Age was a time of rapid change during the country’s history. In
contrast to the extensive literature regarding environmentalism and wilderness during the period,
relatively little has been written about the gardens of private residences and the impact these
gardens have had on today’s environment. These gardens, and the individuals who designed,
built, and maintained them, were at the forefront of the introduction of many new and exotic
6

plants to the American landscape. A large portion of these new, exotic plants became so
commonplace that they are staples in gardens to this day. Others escaped the bounds of the
garden to grow wild in the American landscape and, over the next century, would become
invasive pests that held the potential to harm native landscapes. Although plants had steadily
come to America for various reasons prior to the Gilded Age, it was during this time period that
the movement of plants from foreign countries into American gardens exploded as a horticultural
boom swept across the nation. The Gilded Age also brought a new understanding of the creation,
design, and management of private gardens and landscapes. This thesis will explore how the
environment and human innovation interacted in these domesticated spaces, and how that went
on to shape the landscape for decades to come.

7

Chapter One: The Rise of Gilded Age Ornamental Gardens
The transfer of plants from one location to another has been occurring for as long as
plants have existed. Human actions accelerated this transference as civilizations made the move
from a nomadic hunter-gatherer lifestyle to one based on agricultural. In Europe, for example,
where the historic boundaries of countries were quite fluid, plants were easily moved to new
locations. Other places, such as the American and Australian continents, were isolated from both
purposeful and accidental botanical movement for a rather long period of time. In the case of
North America, it was not until the 1492 arrival of Christopher Columbus in the Caribbean that
foreign plants began to be consistently introduced to what was a previously isolated continent.
This was the beginning of the well-known Columbian Exchange which refers to both the
accidental and intentional movement of plants, animals, and diseases from not only one continent
to another, but also the movement of plants across the American continent. Alfred Crosby, who
has written extensively on the Columbian Exchange and the effects that contact had on the
American continent, is one of the foremost experts on this period. Crosby links the beginning of
the Columbian Exchange to the moment that Christopher Columbus stepped onto the American
continent.7
While Columbus’s first trip may have included a small number of accidentally
introduced plants, it was his second trip to the Americas that truly ignited the Exchange.8 The
Spanish carried seeds and cuttings for “wheat, chickpeas, melons, onions, radishes, salad greens,
grape vines, sugar cane, and fruit stones for the founding of orchards” on the seventeen ships that

7

The Columbian Exchange has been covered by many historians. Key among them are Jared Diamond
Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1999),
and Alfred Crosby The Columbian Exchange, and Ecological Imperialism.
8
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 67.
8

made the voyage.9 All of the seeds and cuttings brought on this trip were intended to feed the
colonists, none were meant for decorative purposes. Despite this, research has shown that not all
of the plants that came to the American continent between 1492 and 1600 were meant for human
consumption.10 Many plants were not purposefully introduced, but instead came over attached to
clothing, in refuse, in the bellies of animals and people, and transported by any number of other
methods. These plants were helped along by changes in habitat that came with the grazing of
livestock and the clearing of land by colonists, allowing hearty European plants to grow in place
of the more fragile native plants.11 These hearty plants that grew in place of the native plants are
today among some of the more common of the invasive species on the American continent and
include not only the dandelion but also Kentucky bluegrass.12 During this time period, plants that
were not meant for human consumption were generally brought over accidentally while the ones
that were meant to be eaten were purposefully propagated in the New World, but accidental or
intentional, each introduction carried environmental consequences.
More than a century following the arrival of Columbus on the American continent, every
major, edible plant of the Old World was being grown in the New World.13 There are two major
reasons for this massive and thorough transference. First, the colonists who arrived on the
American continent preferred to eat the food that they were used to, especially wheat.14 As
Crosby has observed, “In the Americas the Europeans’ demand for their own kinds of food was

9

Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 67.
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 73.
11
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 73. More information regarding this topic can also be found in
William Cronon’s Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England (New York:
Hill and Wang, 1983) as well as Timothy Silver’s A New Face on the Countryside: Indians, Colonists,
and Slaves in South Atlantic Forests, 1500-1800 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
12
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 73.
13
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 106.
14
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 106.
10
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strengthened by social and racial prejudice.”15 Europeans of the time were of the opinion that the
food from Europe was superior to the food of the Americas. Specifically, they believed that
wheat products were superior to maize products.16 This ethnocentric prejudice meant that the
early colonists planted familiar agricultural crops to feed themselves. Once they realized how
well certain crops did, a particular form of agriculture began to grow, leading to even more crop
introductions in the New World.
Colonial cash crops became the bread and butter of European trade. Colonies around the
world were focused on producing enough crops to not only feed themselves and their home
countries, but also enough for trade with other colonies and countries. “Agriculture was the
foundation of trade, and the basis of wool, leather, and other industries, and the source of
foodstuffs and luxuries through which England might preserve its independence, and possibly
become rich.”17 Trade and wealth had always been linked to each other under mercantilist
theories, and the sudden increase in European colonies meant that both trade and wealth began to
experience an unprecedented boom. No longer were the European powers relying on their own
land base or a few small colonies to produce enough agricultural goods for food and trade. Now
they were able to utilize the massive tracts of land in the new colonies of the Americas as well as
other parts of the globe. The amount of goods produced by the colonies was vast as more and
more items of produce were transformed into commodities. As time went on, more and more
seeds and cuttings were taken to the colonies with the sole goal of growing food for trade. As a
result, the boom in agricultural trade that occurred following the establishment of colonies in the

15

Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 106.
Crosby, The Columbian Exchange, 107.
17
Richard Drayton, Nature’s Government: Science, Imperial Britain, and the ‘Improvement’ of the World
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 56.
16
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New World was the second major reason behind the increase of Old World agricultural plants on
the American continent.
A burgeoning interest in ornamental plants from exotic locations occurred during the
1800s and grew to create a new boom in the botanical trade during the American Gilded Age.
Much of this increase came as a result of not only industrialization, but also of globalization.
Two economic historians have argued that “industrialization and globalization are without a
doubt the two most important phenomena of the period 1800-1914, and the connections between
the two has already been shown to be unequivocal. One of the key elements of the globalization
process was the trade boom, which far outstripped that achieved in preceding centuries.”18 The
new international connections of the nineteenth century allowed for more extensive trade routes
while industrialization permitted easier travel. There had already been an established botanical
trade, though much of it was focused on more agricultural plants. This botanical trade consisted
of professional collectors referred to as botanizers who “made a living from selling plants in
multiple forms.”19 This botanical trade was not one way, with plants only coming into the United
States as plants also flowed outside of the country to reach a global market.20 Among the many
collectors who visited or lived in the United States and helped to establish a defined botanical
trade were famous names such as Andre Michaux, William Bartram, John Lyon, and Asa Gray. 21
Within the botanical trade of the late eighteenth century and into the early nineteenth
century, ornamental plants had been treated more along the line of other pretty yet peripheral

18

Vicente Pinilla and Maria-Isabel Ayuda, "Taking Advantage of Globalization? Spain and the Building
of the International Market in Mediterranean Horticultural Products, 1850–1935," European Review of
Economic History 14, no. 2 (2010): 239-74.
19
Drew A. Swanson, Beyond the Mountains: Commodifying Appalachian Environments (Athens, GA:
The University of Georgia Press, 2018), 33.
20
Swanson, Beyond the Mountains, 35.
21
Swanson, Beyond the Mountains, 33-38.
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items that were collected for study during the centuries leading up to the Gilded Age.22 Prior to
the Civil War, federal efforts in plant introduction and trade focused primarily on utilitarian
plants like mulberries, tea, legumes, grains, garden vegetables, fruits, and forage and fiber
plants.23 These plants were often collected and transported by merchants, traders, and hobbyists
rather than government officials.24 By the mid-nineteenth century, plant transfer from one
country to another was continuously and purposefully done for both scientific reasons as well as
beautification. It was at this time in America that professional organizations and official
government departments were created to help regulate and guide the introduction of plant species
into the country.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) was created in 1862 to organize
the work of agricultural record keeping, scientific study, and improved land use.25 It was also
charged with overseeing the introduction of plants into the country.26 “In the United States, plant
transfer had a clear economic base: the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) wanted to
provide American farmers with seeds and plants for the creation of new markets.”27 The USDA
not only created regulations for the introduction of plants into America, but it also sent agents
throughout the world with the sole purpose of finding new variants of fruits and vegetables.28
Although the intended purpose of these so-called plant hunters was to find new crops to be
introduced to America, they also returned with new exotic ornamental plants, particularly during

Beth Fowkes Tobin, The Duchess’s Shells (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014), 20.
Philip J. Pauly, Fruits and Plains: The Horticultural Transformation of America (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2007), 99-100.
24
Tobin, The Duchess’s Shells, 20.
25
Ariel Ron, Grassroots Leviathan: Agricultural Reform and the Rural North in the Slaveholding
Republic (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2020).
26
Robert R. Alvarez, "The March of Empire: Mangos, Avocados, and the Politics of Transfer,"
Gastronomica 7, no. 3 (2007): 28-33.
27
Alvarez, "The March of Empire,” 1.
28
Alvarez, "The March of Empire,” 1.
22
23
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the late nineteenth century. “Rather than search for new botanical specimens solely for the sake
of science, the agricultural explorers went to the exotic, non-Western regions of the world to
seek and capture specific plants and seeds that could prove to be commercially viable.”29 The
results would change American botanical gardens as well as fields.
David Fairchild, who joined the USDA in the early 1890s, introduced more than twenty
thousand exotic plants into America, including the first flowering cherries in Washington, D.C.
Fairchild was also instrumental in the creation of the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction (OFSPI), and as the agency‘s first director he sent plant hunters to “collect
thousands upon thousands of seeds and plants suitable for America’s farms, home gardens, and
city landscapes.”30 Another important figure was Frank Meyer, who worked under Fairchild
between 1905 and 1918 and traveled Asia bringing back persimmon, lotus, juniper, horse
chestnut, gingko biloba, and Chinese vegetable crops among other specimens.31 Meyer was only
one of many plant hunters who worked with the OFSPI. The work of the office continued far
beyond the Gilded Age.
Despite the rapid introduction of certain plant species to the American continent, it was
not common for ornamental plants to be purposefully introduced to the continent until the
nineteenth century. As was previously mentioned, this was largely due to a focus on agricultural
products for trade with Europe. Most Americans remained on farms, and much of the land in the
colonies was set aside for agriculture, even after independence was gained in North America.
Beauty seemed to take a backseat to commerce. The exceptions that could be found were
ornamental plantings at the homes of wealthy landowners, however prior to the Industrial
Alvarez, "The March of Empire,” 1.
Alvarez, "The March of Empire,” 1.
31
Alvarez, "The March of Empire,” 2.
29
30
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Revolution few people could afford large homes and expansive gardens. The Industrial
Revolution introduced a new path to wealth that many elites took, especially those in the
northern portions of the country. This new way to wealth was focused on factories, inventions,
and machines, leaving the land around the homes of the wealthy free to be used more for
pleasure rather than agriculture. Following the end of the Civil War, the American Industrial
Revolution began in earnest. The northern portion of the country became a hub of rapidly
growing cities that attracted people from all over the world. As more and more people moved
into the developing cities, space began to become limited. Soon, the only plots of land available
for growing anything were too small for substantial crops and could only support small vegetable
gardens. As a result, rather than growing their own food many people instead turned to stores and
markets to furnish their food.32 This ability to buy food rather than have to grow it is also linked
to the creation of an American middle class as a direct result of the Industrial Revolution.
As factory work became increasingly available, more and more of the population was
able to find wage work. The work available in the factories and other positions with regular
hours that paid a living wage, as well as the benefits created by unionization, allowed many
families to save money for the first time.33 This soon led to the creation of a new classes in
America. Among these new classes was a more defined middle class. The middle class existed
squarely between the lowest and highest classes in the country. While this class still needed to
work daily in order to maintain their lifestyle, they were able to save money, take vacations, and
generally live a stable life in an ever-changing world.34 A middle-class lifestyle often included

32

Aaron Sachs, Arcadian America: The Death and Life of an Environmental Tradition (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2013), 4.
33
Lawrence B. Glickman, A Living Wage: American Workers and the Making of Consumer Society
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997), 69-70.
34
Glickman, A Living Wage, 70.
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the traditional idea of a “breadwinner,” as only one member of the family would work, typically
the male, leaving the other members of the family to devote their time to the home and family.
Prior to this time in American history, it was uncommon for those outside of the upper class to
be able to have only one member of the family working. The new leisure time this afforded led
to the adoption of “upper class” ideas of status and how said status was displayed. Gardens
became one emblem of comfortable middle-class life.
The idea of gardens as a sign of status began in Europe around the same time that
Columbus was making his voyages to the American continent.35 Much as they did in America
centuries later, extravagant gardens were indicative of wealth and prestige in Europe. This was
the same time that botanical gardens also became popular as sites of not only beauty but also as
places where botanical studies could be easily conducted.36 Just as in Europe, large and
extravagant gardens became symbols of wealth in America especially during the mid- to latenineteenth century. The emergence of grand gardens as a symbol of status in America began
slowly and can be linked to several prominent figures. Key among them was one man, Andrew
Jackson Downing.37 Downing, born in 1815 as the son of a nursery expert in Newburgh, New
York, is often described as the creator of the profession of landscape architecture.38 He was the
figure that many later landscape architects, including the well-known Frederick Law Olmsted,
referred to as inspiring their own beliefs regarding the environment and the role of people in
relation to the environment. Downing designed the landscapes of the country estates of wealthy

Drayton, Nature’s Government, 26.
Drayton, Nature’s Government, 9.
37
Andrew Jackson Downing was a prolific writer on the topic of landscape gardening. One important
collection of his texts is Andrew Jackson Downing, A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape
Gardening, Adapted to North America: With a View to Improvement of Country Residences…; with
Remarks on Rural Architecture (New York: A. O. Moore & Company, 1859).
38
Hou, The City Natural, 24.
35
36
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families and wrote about gardening and domestic landscapes until his death in the 1850s.39 In
addition to his work at private homes, Downing was a strong advocate of public green spaces
and environmental protection. He was one of the early advocates for a “large landscaped park” in
New York which would “afford wealthy New Yorkers a public display of their own (and, by
extension, their city’s and nation’s) cultural accomplishments.”40 By the early 1850s, Downing
was writing in The Horticulturist magazine regarding his opinions on the importance of public
access to green space.41
Large, urban public parks were not the first green spaces dedicated to the social, physical,
and mental well-being of the American citizen. Instead, elaborate, garden-style cemeteries such
as Mount Auburn in Massachusetts were the first examples of a new sense of place and a new
relationship between American citizens and the land.42 Mount Auburn, and other cemeteries like
it, came to prominence during the early to mid-nineteenth century and can be seen as one of the
landmarks of the early environmental movement. Rather than just existing as places to lay the
deceased to rest, garden cemeteries also offered an escape for the living from the built
environment. Many people went to places such as Mount Auburn not to mourn the dead but to
leave behind the modern world.43 The opening of these locations also represented one of the first
times when a space was not dedicated to a single class of people. The working class was just as
welcome in garden cemeteries as the wealthy elite. Historian Aaron Sachs observes that “The
working classes, then, were not only expected to have plots at Mount Auburn, but also to take
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walks there, to use the cemetery as a park and ‘pleasure ground.’”44 Gardens like these were
envisioned as cultural as well as botanical influences.
The popularity of attempting an escape from the modern world is a well-known
phenomenon of the nineteenth century. This “back to nature” attitude has been covered
extensively by many authors of the environmental movement of the nineteenth century.45 The
idea behind this impulse was an escape from the pressures of modern society and the
encroachment of cities and factories on the once untouched landscape. One result of this attitude
was the City Beautiful movement, a movement that would ultimately result in places such as
Central Park in New York. Like Mount Auburn, urban parks were intended to serve all who
came. It was no longer just the wealthy who had the free time for pleasurable, leisurely strolls in
bucolic garden-like landscapes. As the country moved into the mid-nineteenth century, societal
developments linked directly to the Industrial Revolution meant that citizens of the lower classes
were also able to enjoy eye-catching leisure gardens and urban parks.
As the desire to bring nature into the cities and into the public sphere surged, so too did
the desire to have a private, isolated green space away from everything and everyone. When the
middle class could enjoy public gardens, some elites retreated to their own gated garden spaces
to escape the masses. All over the country individuals with wealth began to build large private
gardens, and many of them focused not only on large open spaces, but also on unique areas with
ornamental plants to add color to the green landscape. Although the styles of these gardens
varied from area to area, and designer to designer, many of these gardens included many
different exotic plant species from all over the world. It was in the creation of these private
44
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gardens that the botanical industry grew to exponential heights.46 Not only were landscape
architects like Frederick Law Olmsted and Jens Jensen in high demand, but so too were the
nurseries, florists, botanists, and horticulturalists who helped to supply the plants needed for the
gardens, individuals like the USDA’s Fairchild and Meyer. By the latter half of the nineteenth
century, a large garden designed by a prominent name in the horticultural industry was a major
indicator of wealth. Although it was not only the wealthy who cultivated private gardens, only
the gardens of the wealthy have endured to the modern day.47 The following chapters thus
present a look at two vastly different private gardens of the Gilded Age elite. The horticultural
landscapes of the Biltmore Estate and the Barker Mansion are vastly different in size, design, and
location, but together they perfectly represent the endurance and influence of Gilded Age
gardens.
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Chapter Two: The Natural Legacy of the Biltmore Estate
Looming large, with the picturesque Blue Ridge Mountain Range behind it, the Biltmore
Estate stands as a gleaming example of Gilded Age excess. Finished in 1895, the Biltmore Estate
is the best-known project completed by famed architect Richard Morris Hunt. This gorgeous
chateau was built just outside of Asheville, North Carolina, for George Vanderbilt II and his
family, heirs to a railroad fortune. Today, although it is still privately owned by the Vanderbilt
family, the Biltmore Estate is also one of the most popular Gilded Age house museums in the
country. The vast majority of visitors to the chateau spend hours roaming the two-hundred-plus
rooms, but largely ignored are the sprawling grounds of the estate. Famed landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted designed the Biltmore Estate landscape with six formal gardens that
surround the chateau. In addition to acres of manicured lawns, drives, and gardens, the Biltmore
Estate also boasted the first managed forest in America.48 The lack of time that visitors spend on
the grounds is a disservice to Olmsted, whose cultural and design influences are seen during the
Gilded Age and beyond. In fact, the Biltmore Estate gardens, grounds, and managed forest
became the exemplars for natural showmanship in an age of excess and guideposts for natural
conservation efforts that would endure into the twenty-first century.
As the grandson and son of famed industrialists, George Washington Vanderbilt II grew
up to deviate from the railroad tradition of his family with his interests turning instead to the land
around him. Born in 1862, Vanderbilt’s love of agriculture grew as he got older, and when he
began looking for a potential location to build a country home, he had a very specific type of
place in mind. During a visit to Asheville, North Carolina with his mother in the early 1880s,
48
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Vanderbilt “enjoyed the distant scenery and views of mountain peaks,” and decided that he
would like to build his home in the area.49 In 1888 he began to purchase land in the area and
soon acquired several thousand acres.50 For the next several years, Vanderbilt worked closely
with a team of designers that included some of the best minds in their professions, such as
Richard Morris Hunt and Frederick Law Olmsted, to turn this empty land into his dream home.
Vanderbilt hired Richard Morris Hunt, one of the leading American architects of the
nineteenth century, to design and build the home that would be the centerpiece of the Biltmore
Estate. As one of the first American architects to study at the top architectural school in the
world, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, Hunt worked in Europe following his graduation until
he returned to New York in 1855 to start his independent career.51 After his return to New York,
Hunt became one of the leaders of his field and established the American Institute of Architects.
Although he was classically trained in French design, Hunt was willing to deviate from his
training to design unique buildings of various styles throughout the country. Hunt’s association
with the Vanderbilt family began in 1878 when he designed a home for George Washington
Vanderbilt’s brother, William.52 This began a long tradition of Hunt working closely with the
Vanderbilt family on the design of their homes. Continuing this relationship, he was
commissioned in 1889 by George Washington Vanderbilt II to aid in the design of his future
country estate in Asheville.
Vanderbilt and Hunt planned from the beginning to design a French-style chateau. In
1889, the two traveled together to Europe to tour French chateaux and their grounds for design
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inspiration.53 During and after the trip, Vanderbilt and Hunt worked together on the design of the
house, utilizing styles they saw abroad as well as elements of their own creation. The two
included many elements from various chateaux, including modeling the grand stair after the
external stair at the Chateau de Blois among other elements in both the house and garden
design.54 Once the design was in place, construction began on the house. This was the largest
house Hunt ever designed, and the project was so extensive that a private railway was created to
bring materials and workers to the estate for the duration of construction.55 Included among the
supplies brought via this private railway were tons of steel and Indiana limestone used in the
construction of the estate.
Over the course of six years, Hunt and a large team worked non-stop to create not only
the main house of the estate, but also several outbuildings in a true estate fashion. Hunt’s team
included his son, Richard Howland Hunt, and a supervising architect from England, Richard
Sharp Smith, as well as several renowned artisans.56 When Hunt died in 1895 after seeing the
completion of his largest building, his son and Smith continued the work at the estate in his
place. The construction of the estate involved much more than just building the famed chateau
that is so well-known today. Other structures included outbuildings, stables, and farm buildings
built to complement the chateau.57 The two also worked together with Frederick Law Olmsted to
create a manor-style village known as Biltmore Village. Olmsted designed the layout of the
village while Hunt, and later his son, and Smith designed the buildings.58 The buildings in the
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village were modeled to look like the outbuildings of the Biltmore Estate, creating a cohesive
effect between the estate and the village. The estate’s outbuildings and the village were “in an
‘estate style’ using a brick, stucco ‘pebbledash,’ and half-timbered vocabulary that evoked the
look and style of a traditional French estate.”59
The buildings are not the only things that give the Biltmore Estate its well-known vistas.
The grounds of the Biltmore Estate are an extensive example of the work and legacy of both
George Washington Vanderbilt II and Frederick Law Olmsted. The grounds of the estate that
encircle the chateau feature six formal gardens designed by Olmsted, who also designed the
manicured lawns and drives that led onto the property. The rest of the over 100,000 acres of land
is covered by the first managed forest in America. The creation of the gardens and the managed
forest can be attributed to Olmsted. Vanderbilt brought Olmsted to the future estate in 1888,
before designs for the house began.60 Following his visit, Olmsted suggested that Vanderbilt
surround his future home with formal gardens and farmland and to use the remaining land as an
experiment in forest management.61 Olmsted, already famous for the design and creation of
Central Park, would make the grounds of the Biltmore Estate his crowning glory.
Frederick Law Olmsted, the son of a prominent Connecticut family, did not set out to
become one of America’s most famed landscape architects. After working various jobs
throughout his early adulthood, he decided to become a “gentlemen farmer” and studied under
several agriculturists, one of whom was the well-known George Geddes.62 Olmstead’s father
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bought him a farm to satisfy this pursuit.63 During his time as a farmer, Olmsted’s passion for
landscapes began to grow as he spent much of his time exploring the literature on art,
horticulture, and English landscape gardening.64 Though he spent time reading on these subjects,
Olmsted had no practical experience in landscaping. In 1857, Olmsted carefully phrased his
application to become park superintendent at Central Park and relied heavily on old connections
to get the position.65 Soon after he gained the position, he teamed up with Calvert Vaux and won
the Central Park design competition, helping construct one of America’s iconic parks and
launching his career as a landscape architect.66 He spent the next few decades working on
various landscaping projects, with the Biltmore Estate being one of his final projects before his
retirement in 1895. Olmsted’s work at the estate not only furthered his legacy, it also cemented
it.67
When Vanderbilt purchased his land in Asheville and contracted Hunt and Olmsted to
head the project, he began a process that would last far longer than the years it would take to
finish the house. The main house was completed in 1895, but work on the property never truly
halted as the extensive grounds needed continuous maintenance. The work on the grounds began
with two surveys conducted in 1889. The first survey was done by R. Douglas from the Illinoisbased Waukegan Nurseries on the order of Olmsted.68 This survey was a “thorough examination
of the lands in the Vanderbilt Estate near Asheville, especially with reference to their
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adaptability to the growth of forest trees.”69 Douglas was not only focused on the trees but also
spent time studying the farmland on the estate. He would be a valuable resource for Olmsted
moving forward, as Douglas had extensive knowledge of what trees would grow best on the
estate. Olmsted also contracted with his nursery to grow plants for the estate for two growing
seasons starting in 1889.70 These seedlings grew until they were several inches high before being
transported to the estate to be planted. Douglas grew the plants for the estate until the estate’s
conservatory and twenty-acre nursery could be completed and begin raising horticultural stock
on site.71
The second survey completed in the estate’s early years was in 1891, and it was a
meteorological survey. This survey was intended to inform Vanderbilt, Olmsted, and everyone
involved with managing the estate’s land exactly what kind of environmental conditions could be
expected on the estate. This was an in-depth survey that measured the temperature, humidity, and
rainfall on a month-by-month basis.72 The measurements were shown as a monthly minimum
and maximum, a monthly average, a daily average, and seasonal average.73 This meteorological
survey was vital to the future of the estate as it would allow Olmsted and others involved with
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the estate’s land management to know in advance what types of plants and trees would be most
likely to survive in the mountainous climate of western North Carolina. The survey marked the
beginning of the scientifically-informed management of the grounds at the estate.
As planning and planting continued at Biltmore, its vast size required Vanderbilt to hire
more experts to aid with managing the grounds. The experts employed at the estate would come
to include Dr. Carl Alwin Schenck as the forest manager, C. D. Beadle as the curator of the
Biltmore Nursery, Charles McNamee as the estate’s general manager, and Gifford Pinchot as a
resident forester. Though many others were employed, these four men in particular would aid
Olmsted, and then his sons following Olmsted’s retirement in 1895, in creating and maintaining
the stunning vistas of the Biltmore Estate. Among the first to come to the estate was C. D.
Beedle, who was employed at the estate in the early 1890s, and Gifford Pinchot who came a few
years later. Like Olmsted, the influence of both Beadle and Pinchot can still be seen at the
Biltmore Estate today.74
Olmsted was well aware early in the project that the estate would need its own selfsustaining nursery in order to grow the large number of plants necessary to decorate the
expansive grounds.75 Although his early attempts at hiring a nurseryman fell through when his
first choice declined the position, Olmsted was not deterred and continued to build up a
functional nursery by purchasing plants from various nurseries as well as sending out plant
collectors to find native seedlings that could be propagated on the grounds.76 In 1890, Charles
Delos Beadle came to Olmsted’s attention as a potential candidate for the position of
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nurseryman. Beadle, commonly referred to as C. D., came highly recommended. He had
previously worked as a nurseryman in Canada for five years, spent three years at Cornell
University, and then spent several years going between some of the largest nurseries in
America.77 In 1890, Beadle joined the team at the Biltmore Estate and took charge of its growing
nursery.
The nursery contained many different plants. Some of the first brought in were cuttings
of native plants from the areas around the estate with samples of foreign plants coming in later
on.78 From the beginning, the nursery was a large undertaking. There were 4,200 species and
varieties for the Arboretum alone as well as more than 30,000 other species of plants to be used
in various locations around the estate, for a total of more than 500,000 seedlings and cuttings.79
Apart from the plants that were gathered or brought to the estate to be propagated in the nursery,
there were also plants that were being hybridized on a trial basis, such as rhododendrons.80
The number of plants being grown at the nursery would only increase as the years went
on, and the staff soon began to grow more than what was needed to populate the estate. As a
result, the nursery turned to selling the excess plants. Although the excess plants were sold as
early as 1893, it was not until five years later that Vanderbilt officially decided to make the
nursery into a commercial business.81 Beadle sent advertisements to various magazines and
circulated plant lists: the response was immediate.82 The Biltmore Estate had a reputation for the
excellence of its plants, and everyone wanted to have access to the available stock, including
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landscape architects, park superintendents, universities, and other nurseries.83 Business was so
good that Beadle decided in 1907 to have a fully illustrated and descriptive catalog created to
advertise the stock which resulted in several subsequent catalogs being published over the next
several years.84 (A complete reproduction of the 1912 catalog can be found in the second half of
Bill Alexander’s book The Biltmore Nursery: A Botanical Legacy.)
The nursery’s reputation was immaculate from the beginning. Much of its success was
owed to not only C. D. Beadle but also the countless crew members who worked with him. It is
due to their work that the nursery was able to continue to build on the reputation of the estate
throughout its early years. This reputation, gained from the design of not only the home and land
but also from the maintenance of both, took the hard work of many people. Beadle himself
would spend sixty years at the Biltmore Estate curating the nursery and ensuring that the plans
created by Olmsted were followed as closely as possible.85 While Beadle and his team were busy
in the nursery, there were others who came to the estate in the early 1890s who had a major
influence on its early years. As mentioned above, one such person was Gifford Pinchot.
Gifford Pinchot was born in 1865 to an upper-class family and attended Yale University
before going to France to be formally trained as a forester since, at that point in time, there was
no institution in the United States capable of training foresters.86 After completing his education
in France, Pinchot returned to the United States to begin advocating for the profession of
forestry. In 1890 he began writing for the Garden and Forest magazine.87 Upon Olmsted's
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recommendation, Pinchot began to work at the Biltmore Estate in 1892.88 One of his greatest
contributions to the estate was the division of the land into ninety-two sections and the creation
of a guide to indicate which trees should be harvested, when they should be harvested, and how
to replant the area with new seedlings.89 Pinchot left this post after three years, but he continued
to consult on matters of forestry for the estate for years to come. Following his time at the estate,
Pinchot became the fourth chief of the Division of Forestry in 1898, and then in 1905, he
established the US Forest Service and served as its first chief.90
Soon after Pinchot began his work at the estate, Charles McNamee joined him and C. D.
Beadle. Like the other two men, McNamee was hired to work on the estate in the early 1890s.
McNamee came to the estate as its first general manager and became the go between for the
various people who worked on the estate, helping to ensure that the estate operated smoothly.
McNamee’s communications to Olmsted and others involved with the estate’s grounds often
included new requests from Vanderbilt, explanations regarding delays, and requests for
instructions regarding the grounds.91 His work demonstrated that landscape design and
construction must be accompanied by careful management in order to be successful.
After Pinchot left the estate, Dr. Carl Alwin Schenck became the new forest manager in
the second half of the 1890s.92 Schenck was born in Germany and received his PhD summa cum
laude from the University of Giessen, at a time when German forest science defined and led the
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field.93 Schenck’s research focused on ecology and the consequences of forestry on the
environment and he had very strong opinions in regard to this.94 In writing for the magazine
Garden and Forest, Schenck “urged caution in cutting trees.”95 Schenck’s “‘golden rule’ of
forestry was to ‘be quick in securing forests, firm in protecting and slow in using them.’”96
Schenck’s work and beliefs made him an ideal candidate to take charge of the management of
the Biltmore Estate forests. During his time at the estate, Schenck focused not only on following
the management plans set into place by Olmsted and Pinchot, but he also experimented with
different types of trees to see which would thrive in the worn-out soils of the farmland that
spanned much of the land at the estate.97
By 1895 the Biltmore’s main chateau was completed and opened for the Vanderbilt
family and their guests. Work continued, however, on the grounds of the estate. Plans were in
place- and were being implemented- to create the perfect country get-away for the Vanderbilt
family. To keep the plans on track and help make it clear who worked on what, the grounds of
the estate were divided into departments. Pinchot, followed by Schenck, headed the Forestry
Department; Frederick Law Olmsted’s firm was in charge of the Landscape Department; C.D.
Beadle was the curator of the Biltmore Nursery; George Weston was the farm manager and
headed the Agricultural Department; and Charles McNamee retained his position as the General
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Manager of the Biltmore Estate.98 With this new departmentalized organization in place,
development on the grounds of the Biltmore Estate took off.
Olmsted, and later his firm, designed the layout for the grounds. With much of the land
set aside for the forest, Olmsted decided to create a park reminiscent of English pastoral parks on
one tract, which he named Deer Park. This park was not fenced in, allowing the whitetail deer
stocked on the estate to roam freely.99 This park was meant to be a landscape viewed both while
passing through the grounds, and also while looking out from within the home. Apart from the
Lagoon, a six-acre lake added to improve the view, the Deer Park required no more than the
clearing of select trees to improve the view and was largely left unmanaged after the thinning
was finished.100 The bulk of the design process occurred instead during the creation of the
gardens and approaches that decorated the area directly near and approaching the Biltmore
House. Here Olmsted’s style of design allowed the resulting landscape to appear completely
natural rather than something purposefully created.101
The decorative areas of the grounds included the Ramble, the Shrub Garden, the
Approach Road, various flower gardens, and even a formal terraced garden with basin pools for
aquatic plants.102 The areas were specific and separate, designed to impress visitors with their
variety. Some areas featured simple designs and plants, while others housed decorative and
exotic plants. Like many other landscape architects of the time, Olmsted freely mixed native,
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exotic, and cultivated plants as he saw fit to create an eclectic set of gardens.103 The last garden
created by Olmsted was the Glen, a woodland valley that covered twenty acres, and which was
completed by Olmsted’s sons following his death.104
Although the estate’s gardens are one of the most eye-catching aspects of the grounds,
the forests are a vast and important landscape for many reasons. In some sense they formed
another sort of garden. Vanderbilt bought as much of the forestland as he could that surrounded
his home, with the first large purchase being an area known as the Pink Beds, amounting to
almost sixteen thousand acres.105 The total acreage of the estate’s forests soon came to 125,000
acres, all privately owned and managed by the Biltmore Estate.106 Under the direction of Pinchot
and later Schenck, the forests of the estate flourished and became the first managed private forest
in America. Pinchot was proud of his work on the estate and created an exhibit for the 1893
Chicago’s World Fair that showed the work done on the Biltmore’s forests.107 The exhibit
included maps of the estate which showed the topography of the forests as well as the
“successions of cuttings, the lines of transportation and other details;” a pamphlet that explained
the “essential features of the Working Plan, Administration and Protection of the forest, methods
of using the wood product, money results obtained and expected, and other details necessary to
make the intention and method clear;” as well as photographs, blueprints, and wood samples.108
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This exhibit was intended to be a teaching tool for others who might want to similarly design
with own forests. Pinchot wanted to use the estate’s forests to teach others how to correctly, in
his mind, manage the natural forests of the United States, a goal that Schenck would further in
1898.
Like Pinchot, Schenck saw the estate’s forests as the perfect example of a managed
landscape, and he wanted them to be the model that all others followed. Due to the work done by
both Pinchot and Schenck, many young men who were interested in becoming foresters applied
to work and learn under Schenck’s guidance.109 As a result, Schenck established the first formal
school of forestry in the United States, the Biltmore Forest School, in 1898.110 Schenck did not
base this school on textbook learning; instead, “the course was designed to give the students all
of the practical knowledge and experience needed to prepare them for the various duties required
of foresters in a variety of situations.”111 In a sense Biltmore became the laboratory in which
students experimented with forestry practices. The forestry school lasted fifteen years, from 1898
to 1913, and successfully graduated three hundred students. Schenck headed the institution for
eleven years, until a disagreement with Vanderbilt caused his resignation from the estate.112
Despite Schenck’s departure in 1909, the development of the estate’s forests was not yet
finished.
On March 1, 1911, President William Howard Taft signed the Weeks Act into law. This
new law “permitted the federal government to purchase private land in order to protect the
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headwaters of rivers and watersheds in the eastern United States.”113 Only a year after the act
became law, Vanderbilt began negotiations to sell parts of the estate’s woodlands, to be
designated as the Pisgah Forest to the federal government for six dollars an acre.114 Initially the
federal government declined to purchase the property as it believed that the forest would be
better cared for by the Biltmore Estate, but following Vanderbilt's death in 1914, his wife Edith
Vanderbilt made the sale for five dollars an acre.115 On October 17, 1916, the Pisgah National
Forest became the first national forest created from lands bought under the Weeks Act, and one
of the first federal conservation landscapes in the South.116
More changed at the Biltmore Estate during this period than just the ownership of the
forest land. The nursery was under threat of being reduced and commercial business faced the
possibility of being halted entirely.117 Before a final decision could be made as to the fate of the
nursery, nature took a toll on the estate with the nursery in particular being hit hard by a flood in
1916. The greenhouses, boiler plant, propagation frames, the offices, and the herbarium wing
were inundated, ruining much of the stock.118 With the loss of close to 85 percent of the stock,
the commercial nursery came to an official end.119 The nursery would continue on a smaller scale
with the sole purpose of growing plants for estate use from 1916 onwards.
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Vanderbilt’s death in 1914 marked a new era of the Biltmore Estate. Maintained as a
private estate for sixteen years following his death, the estate was opened to the public as a
tourist attraction in 1930 by his daughter, Cornelia.120 Despite this change, the maintenance of
the grounds remained much the same as it always had during this time of adjustment due to the
family retaining ownership of the estate. Even today, over one hundred years since the estate was
completed, Biltmore’s gardens and grounds are maintained as they were in the late 1800s. The
mission of the gardeners, landscapers, and forest managers is the same today as it was then, to
create a beautiful place for guests to enjoy and make every effort to protect the environment
while preserving the built landscape of the estate.121 Some of the conservation efforts put into
place on the estate in recent years includes the installation of solar panels, a cork-recycling
program (there is now a winery on site), and the planting of milkweed to benefit the Monarch
butterfly population.122 The modern-day efforts of the estate’s team certainly echo the
environmental conservation concerns of many who were involved in the initial creation and
curation of the grounds.
The impact of the work done at the Biltmore Estate goes beyond conservation. New
rhododendrons that were discovered during the early days of the estate were often put in the
scientific genus Biltia, or given a name related to the Biltmore Estate such as the Biltmore Ash
(Fraxinus biltmoreana).123 The plants of the Biltia genus (now changed by taxonomists to
Rhododendron) populated more than just the estate due to the efforts of the nursery. Even today,
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there are plants growing across the country that were originally from the Biltmore Nursery. At its
height, the nursery was sending millions of plants across the country and these plants affected the
landscaping trends in many areas.124 The Biltmore Nursery, although its modern iteration
primarily produces plants solely for estate use, is still one of the leading horticultural giants of
America. As was the case more than a century ago, plants produced for the gardens of the estate
are extremely popular with everyone from the most inexperienced gardener to the professional
horticulturist. Now, however, the Biltmore Nursery is not sending out live plant cuttings and
seedlings. Instead, the Biltmore Estate has partnered with the Netherland Bulb Company, a
Dutch company, to bring the “Biltmore Collection” to the public.125 Even today, the Biltmore
name is synonymous with the best of the best.
The gardens and grounds of the Biltmore Estate represent over a century of careful,
deliberate environmental curation by some of the top experts in the fields of landscape design,
forestry, horticulture, and botany. The legacy of both the people involved with the curation of the
grounds and the work they did at the estate can still be seen throughout the United States today.
The formal gardens of the estate were the final, crowning glory to Frederick Law Olmsted’s
illustrious career. These gardens set the standard for Gilded Age mansions and estates, even if
none could ever do more than echo the grandeur of Biltmore. Despite the landscape designs
setting a precedent for the future of the profession, it was the conservation of the forests and
plants of the estate that cemented the legacy of the grounds. From the Biltmore Forest School to
modern-day horticultural conservation, the estate has spent more than one hundred years at the
forefront of conservation and preservation and has earned its place as a vital part of the story of
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the early environmental movement. The grounds of the Biltmore Estate are more than
comparable to the monumental chateau centered on the estate and deserve far more recognition
for their importance to American history and design.

36

Chapter Three: The Garden and the City
Along the southern shore of Lake Michigan sits the modern tourist town of Michigan
City, Indiana. Sitting quietly at the old town center is the towering, dark visage of the Barker
Mansion. At over 30,000 square feet this brick mansion can be rather unassuming from the
outside. Originally the home of Michigan City’s wealthiest residents, the Barker Mansion is now
a museum where visitors can learn about the rapidly advancing technology and breathtaking
design that was included in every square inch of this extravagant Gilded Age monument. With
over 90 percent of the interior remaining intact from the time of the Barker family, the Barker
Mansion today is a popular tourist attraction. Similar to the Biltmore Estate, most of the visitors
to the Barker Mansion spend their time within the rooms of the mansion and dedicate little time
to the small, attached garden. In addition to differing scales, the major contrast between the
garden of the Barker Mansion and the gardens of the Biltmore Estate is that at the mansion,
unlike the estate, the garden has not been maintained as it appeared during the days of the Barker
family. The importance of the garden at the Barker Mansion is not in the flowers that decorate it
today, but rather its technical design and urban location. The technologies that made the Barker
family’s home extremely advanced for its time were also present in the garden. Under the grass,
flowers, and brick walkways of the garden is a sophisticated drainage and cistern system that was
very common for the time period. The Barker Mansion with its walled, sunken Italian garden is a
stunning example of an urban mansion of not only the Gilded Age but also of the American
Midwest as it echoes the designs that were becoming popular not only in the Midwest, but across
the country.126
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Founded in 1836, Michigan City was the first port city in the state of Indiana. As a port
city engaged in the Great Lakes trade, Michigan City was once a bustling industrial town that
hosted one of the most prominent families of northern Indiana. Like many of their
contemporaries, the Barker family gained their wealth thanks to the rapid industrialization that
swept the nation during the nineteenth century. John Barker Sr., the first member of the family to
arrive in Michigan City, began his career as the owner of a general store before buying into
Sherman, Haskell, Aldridge & Company, a freight car manufacturing company, in the midnineteenth century. In 1858, the company came to be known as the Haskell & Barker Freight Car
Company. First under John Sr., and then later his son John H. Barker, the factory would become
the largest manufacturer in the entire state of Indiana. With the money earned from both his
general store and then later from his freight car company, John Sr. built the original Barker
Mansion in 1857. Less than fifty years later, John H. Barker expanded his father’s original
mansion into the large, thirty-plus-room home it is today. The expanded Barker Mansion was
done in the same style as many of the homes of the Chicago elite of the time. It is unsurprising
that the architecture of the mansion resembled that of the homes in Chicago. In the mid- to latenineteenth century, Michigan City and Chicago had many similarities in how the towns grew and
became influential port cities.127 The two towns competed to be the main port city on Lake
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Gilded Age gardens. Except where otherwise noted, this chapter includes information regarding the
mansion that comes from my three years of being immersed in the history and the culture of this
magnificent example of the Gilded Age. More information regarding the Barker Mansion can be found at
the following website: barkermansion.com.
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Michigan, a competition that Chicago eventually won. The Barker Mansion is a stunning
example of the Midwestern style of architecture that was prominent in both cities. This school of
architecture was very different from the ornamental style of the extravagant homes of the East
Coast elite, such as the Biltmore Estate. From the outside, the first impression one has of the
Barker Mansion is how dark and seemingly plain the mansion appears to be. It is only once you
approach that the details become clear.
Many of the buildings that were built in Chicago following the Great Fire of 1871 were
also considered to be plain, dark, and hastily built as architects rushed to rebuild after the
tragedy.128 Critics from outside of Chicago looked down on the city’s architecture, but the style
quickly became prominent throughout the Chicagoland area. Two common designs of this
building style were mullions around doorways and windows as well as rather plain cornices
decorated with foliage carved into the stone.129 Cast iron was discredited as a structural element
by the Chicago fire as it had warped and melted in some areas of the city due to the heat.130 It
remained, however, very popular for decoration in Chicago unlike many other parts of the world,
where cast iron was beginning to fall out of fashion.131 The Barker Mansion, remodeled almost
three decades later, exhibits all three of these design elements. From a distance, the Barker
Mansion is plain, unassuming, and dark. Upon closer inspection, the design choices of prominent
Chicago architect Frederick Perkins become clear.132 The front of the mansion features windows
surrounded by mullions, cornices with foliage, and a vestibule with a cast iron gate.
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Included as a part of the extended mansion was a walled, sunken Italian garden. Walled
gardens were rather popular in midwestern cities and are commonly seen in the larger cities like
Chicago. The walls offered privacy for the wealthy homeowners while also providing
picturesque landscapes for the gardeners to work with. The mansion garden is rather small as the
mansion and garden together take up less than half a city block. Despite this, Frederick Perkins
and landscape architect Jens Jensen designed a gorgeous retreat for the Barker family. When one
steps into the garden, the first thing you see is the long, brick walkway pergola that connects the
mansion to a gate in the garden wall. To the right is a small, elevated patio connected to the
garden and directly in front of that is what was originally a plain green space. To the left is the
main portion of the garden. From the pergola, you step down onto another brick walkway. This
walkway connects the pergola to the brick Tea House at the other end of the garden with a small
fountain halfway between the two. The steps down from the pergola are flanked by two stone
lions and the steps up to the Tea House are flanked by two lamps with Tiffany globes. Crossing
this path is another walkway, creating a cross pattern with the fountain as the center point. This
second walkway has, on one side, a cast iron bench under a one-hundred-year-old lilac bush and
on the other side a marble bench behind an iron sundial. As a result of the two crossed paths,
there are four areas of grass that are, in the modern day, edged by rose bushes. Although this was
not a large garden, it was one that was designed to impress.
While beautiful, inner-city gardens like the one at the Barker Mansion could present
obstacles that were not found at country estates such as the Biltmore. As previously mentioned,
the garden of the Barker Mansion is sunken which was a very popular design for the time period.

discussion of his work. This information can be found here:
https://www.library.illinois.edu/ihx/archon/?p=collections/controlcard&id=851
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The issues that came from putting a sunken garden in a place such as Michigan City were posed
by the site’s natural landscape. Like almost all of the land along the Indiana-Lake Michigan
shoreline, the land that now makes up Michigan City was once an expansive sand prairie.133 Like
most sand prairies, Michigan City was originally dotted with swamps, bogs, marshes, and dune
lands.134 As the city was built, the swamps, bogs, and marshes were filled, and the dune lands
had their sands hauled away to make way for houses. Despite this, when the spring rains come so
do the flooded lawns and streets. This flooding is never bad, but it saturates the ground. As a
result, stepping onto a lawn or into a garden often means trudging through soaked grass and
plants, a waterlogging which commonly will kill off crops and other foreign plants when it is bad
enough. Something that is irritating to deal with at the surface level, this could become a serious
problem in a garden that is sunken two to three feet below street level. Luckily, the garden of the
Barker Mansion holds hidden innovations meant to create a garden environment that solved this
environmental challenge while being easy to maintain. These innovations mean that today the
Italian sunken garden never floods even as the roads around the mansion do. Key to the lack of
flooding was the drainage system of tiles set into place beneath the garden that drained into a
series of filtration chambers and cisterns. These cisterns would then in turn provide clean water
for the house and garden when needed.
This aspect of the garden was designed and implemented by Frederick Perkins while he
was working on the Barker Mansion. Perkins created not only the underground drainage system
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but also a series of catch pools and gutters on the mansion itself which helped to cut down on the
amount of water that reached the garden. The gutters did not end above ground like most modern
gutters do. Instead, the gutters ran through the columns that hold up the pergola until they
reached the cisterns. This meant that when the torrential rains came in spring, all of the water
that would normally be sent straight into the grass by normal gutters was instead filtered directly
to the cisterns. Drainage systems for sunken gardens and cisterns were commonplace in
residential gardens during the Gilded Age but the system designed for the Barker Mansion
tackled the problem in a way that was as elegant as it was functional.
If there could be so many issues and things to consider with a sunken garden, why have
one at all? The answer to this question is found in the type of garden that the Barker family
desired. It was driven by style more than practicality. Traditionally, Italian Renaissance gardens
were sunken or surrounded by terraces. It is likely due to this that the decision was made to place
the garden at the Barker Mansion below street level. The interesting aspect of this garden is not
that it was sunken, but rather that it was an Italian garden. Starting in the early 1890s, there was a
shift away from the traditional picturesque style of landscape that happened in large part thanks
to the influence of people such as Andrew Jackson Downing, Frederick Law Olmsted, and
others.135 As a result of their influence, “the taste for formality, for a clearer, more integrated
relationship of indoor and outdoor space, house and garden, began to emerge.”136 But other
garden styles found fashion late in the century. In the 1890s, a man by the name of Charles
Adam Platt began publishing a number of articles about Italian gardens and their beauty in
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Harper’s Magazine, which were later reprinted in the popular book Italian Gardens.137 These
articles brought the attention of the American public to the subject of Italian gardens.
Although it took some time for the idea of Italian-style gardens as something desirable to
take hold with the general public, the wealthy of the period wasted little time in adding Italian
elements to their gardens and the Barkers were no exception. Roughly a decade after Platt’s
articles appeared, others designers began writing about Italian-influenced gardens in prominent
publications such as The Century Magazine.138 This magazine, and others like it, would have
been daily reading for wealthy women like Katherine Barker and were very influential on the
design choices of the time.139 There were, however, issues with the desire for an Italian garden at
the Barker Mansion. The most obvious, a lack of space, was due to the modest size of the plot on
which the mansion sits. The placement of the mansion was chosen in the mid-1800s, and when
John H. Barker began his renovations, he decided to stay in what was by that point the center of
the city, with a massive railcar factory only one block away. Barker chose to do this for one very
important reason. The entire Barker Mansion was powered by the same electrical plant that ran
the Haskell & Barker Car Company. Staying close to the plant meant that, unlike other mansions
and homes of the time, the Barkers did not have to rely on the city for power, heating, water, etc.
Instead, it was all pulled directly from the company for several years.
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Despite this space limitation, Katherine Barker was apparently insistent on having an
Italian-style garden as she rejected several other potential designs from Jensen before 1905. The
resulting garden is an interesting mixture of classical Italian style and what Edith Wharton, a
prolific writer on the subject of Italian-style gardens, referred to as “superficial imitations.”140
Wharton and others critics were of the opinion that the superficial aspects of the garden such as
marble benches and sun dials were not what made a garden Italian.141 They felt instead that it
was the plants and how they were placed that determined if a garden adhered to the Italian
garden in spirit.142 In city gardens like the one at the mansion, it was nearly impossible to copy
the landscaping of a traditional Italian garden, there simply was not enough space. As a result,
gardens were walled off, sunken, usually featured a center fountain, several benches, sun dials
and statues, and a crossed walkway. This was a design that contained Italianate elements but that
could be achieved even on a small scale. The smaller the garden, however, the fewer plants it
could hold, deviating from Wharton’s idea of what an Italian garden should be. As the Gilded
Age progressed, the garden style seen at the Barker Mansion became very popular throughout
the Midwest and in other areas of the country. What was slightly unusual when Katherine Barker
requested it became increasingly common into the 1920s, although many subsequent gardens
utilized natural features and plants where the mansion featured several exotic species instead. As
one horticultural scholar notes, “From the 1910s the formal garden, with more or less direct
Italianate reminiscences, usually blended with the right local natural features and vegetation,
became widespread throughout the United States.”143
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The Barker Mansion garden once hosted beautiful flowering plants such as lilies,
daffodils, delphinium, and irises, among other species.144 These plants, popular today with
gardeners, were still considered exotic when landscape architect Jens Jensen planned the garden
for the Barker family. Ironically, Jensen, who planned the layout of the garden and the planting
list, was well known for using native wildflowers in his designs. His desire to utilize native
wildflowers in landscaping came from his true passion, conservation. Jensen dedicated much of
his life to preserving the native landscapes of Chicago and the surrounding areas. To achieve
this, he founded two conservation groups, The Prairie Club and the Friends of Our Native
Landscape.145 Jensen used his position in these two groups to introduce people to native plant life
and to aid in conservation efforts. The most important organization was the Friends of Our
Native Landscape, created in 1913, which focused primarily on the conservation of the native
landscape and is one of Jensen’s lasting legacies.146
One of the main reasons that Jensen, and others who followed the same school of
thought, preferred working with native plants was due to the fact that numerous exotic plants
became invasive when introduced into native landscapes. This is something that was already
being noticed in Jensen’s time and was a problem that he hoped to help slow through his
conservation efforts. This was not an issue that was in anyway unique to the Midwest. However,
it was not only the rural landscape that was affected by invasive plant species. Urban cityscapes
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were also damaged by invasive plant species, although the problem was not recognized during
the Gilded Age. In large cities, and even smaller centers like Michigan City, the reminders of
invasive and damaging plants can be clearly seen today. Leading into and during the Gilded Age,
it was very common for mansions to be covered with decorative vines, although this trend slowly
died off around the turn of the century. Various species of vines were used for this purpose, but
they all had one thing in common, their ability to grow fast and weave themselves into the
smallest crack in the bricks of these mansion walls. Although the sight of these vines clinging to
the outer walls gave mansions a regal appearance, the destruction brought on by the elegant vines
could be immense. As the vines grew and crawled through minuscule cracks in the brickwork,
they widened the cracks they found, weakening the integrity of the entire structure. It was not
uncommon for mansions to need repair work due to damage created by these vines. The damage
was even more apparent as time went on. A fair number of the mansions that have collapsed or
have been condemned during the last century can attribute at least some of the blame to the longterm effects of vines growing on and through the brick walls.
The original Barker Mansion, built in the 1850s, was one of many homes covered by
these clinging vines. When the mansion was renovated during the early years of the twentieth
century, the vines were removed from the premises, following the newer trends of the time.
Despite this removal, vines persistently resprouted -and continue to be a menace on the grounds
of the mansion. Every summer staff must spend a large portion of their time removing vines that
attempt to crawl up the brick walls surrounding the garden. This is made difficult by the fact that
simply cutting the vine has no effect, it must be removed root and all. So to get rid of a three-foot
vine the staff also must remove a root that can potentially be three times that length. It is not just
the grounds of the mansion that are affected by these Gilded Age remnants however, as these
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vines can be seen scattered around the oldest parts of the city, clinging to homes and businesses.
With such a long root system, it is easy for vines to spread from one building to another, some
even travel by growing along the modern power lines to reach the next building. Every year it is
possible to see the damage done to various buildings in the city as homeowners and business
owners remove the vines to reveal rotting and molded siding or damaged bricks. This damage is
not limited to Michigan City and the grounds of the Barker Mansion, many cities with old town
centers and mansions dating to the Gilded Age have remnants of buildings destroyed by these
decorative vines and, often, vines that continue to slowly destroy the urban cityscape today.147
Fortunately, the designs of both Perkins and Jensen called for a complete removal of the
vines that decorated the original mansion. Though they did not disappear completely, this
certainly helped to keep the modern vine issue more contained than it could have been. The
removal of the vines was something that was very common during the early 1900s, but the rest of
Jense’s design was rather different from his ordinary style. Despite his preference for native
plants, Jensen broke from his normal designs for the Barker’s garden to include the popular
exotic plants of the time. Irises148, delphiniums149, and some variations of both lilies and
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daffodils are today classified as introduced and naturalized species in North America.150 These
plants, and many other common garden plants of today, came over to North America during the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries as part of the ongoing global search for valuable
ornamental species. Many landscape architects favored these exotic plants for their wealthy
clients and those same clients often requested exotic plants in order to keep up with fashion.
Jensen undoubtably decided to use these exotic plants due to a request from the Barkers. Like
many other wealthy Midwesterners, they might have wanted to model their garden more along
the lines of the East Coast and European gardens rather than the Midwestern style that Jensen
and others of the area preferred.
Unlike the Biltmore Estate, the garden of the modern Barker Mansion has only one plant
in common with the original plantings, a more than one-hundred-year-old lilac bush that still
blooms every summer. The rest of the garden plants are now gone, replaced again and again
throughout the years. There is one major reason for this constant change. Following the marriage
of John H. Barker’s only child, Catherine, in the late 1920s, the house was used very little as
Catherine preferred to spend her time in New York or in various vacation homes. In 1946,
Purdue University began offering classes in Michigan City and LaPorte, a small city located
twenty minutes away. The number of students who enrolled was initially greater than expected
and so the administration began to look for additional space to hold classes.151 Rather quickly,
the idea of asking to use the Barker Mansion came up. Although it took more than two years,
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Catherine Hicox nee Barker eventually agreed to donate her childhood home with some
stipulations. All of her conditions were regarding the interior of the mansion as she wanted
several of the rooms to remain in the correct period decor. As for the outside of the mansion, the
only request Catherine ever made was that some of the trees that lined the street be left alone.
The garden was free for the University to use as it pleased.
Although many of the courses offered at the new Purdue University Barker Center were
centered on science and technology, there were often one-time classes offered to the general
public. As more and more students enrolled at the Barker Center and as the one-time classes
became more and more popular, courses focused on flowers, plants, and gardening were
introduced and became rather popular. It is unsurprising that classes such as this were offered at
the Barker Center. Purdue University, as a land grant institution, specialized in various areas of
study that included agriculture, science, and engineering. Gardening classes fit in very well and
became very popular. As a result, the garden became an area of learning, introducing many
students to the joys and challenges of gardening in the city. Over the twenty years that Purdue
University occupied the mansion, the plants in the garden changed many times as each new
group of students came to learn how to garden. And it was not only the plants that changed.
Photographs in the archives of the mansion show that a renovation in the garden happened
during the Purdue Era. For example, as a result of the renovations, the fountain that is the
centerpiece of the garden now sits three inches higher than it was during the Barker’s time and is
thus now elevated rather than flush with the ground.
Purdue’s time at the Barker Mansion came to an end in 1968 when a branch campus was
opened only ten minutes away in Westville, Indiana. The new campus of Purdue University
North Central would go on to continue the mission that began at the Barker Center. Although it
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was only for a short time in the overall history of the Barker Mansion, the tenure of Purdue
University at the mansion was an important one and can very easily be seen within the walls of
the garden. Undoubtably, the students who attended the gardening classes at the Barker Center
went away with the knowledge and abilities to manage urban gardens on any scale, diffusing the
garden’s horticultural legacy more broadly.
Today’s Barker Mansion dominates a modern landscape that has completely changed
over the last century. Not only has the garden hidden within the walls of the mansion changed, so
too has the land that surrounds it. Today the garden at the Barker Mansion does not play host to
exotic plants or even the plants that were chosen by the Barkers and Jens Jensen. Instead, it
grows rose bushes and other decorative plants that have changed many times throughout the
years. Many of the plants that are now chosen for the garden are local native plants or common
garden varieties that grow well in the northern Indiana climate, selections that ironically reflect
Jensen’s horticultural passion. One such native plant that is allowed to grow wild along one wall
of the garden is the milkweed. Native to the area, this plant serves a very important purpose.
Milkweeds are the host plants for the caterpillars of the threatened Monarch butterfly. For
several years now, the staff at the Barker Mansion have made the choice to allow the milkweed,
a species thought ugly by many gardeners, to grow in abundance in order to provide more food
for the Monarch butterflies. In this way, the garden of the Barker Mansion is serving a similar
purpose to the Biltmore Estate, just on a smaller scale. Like the estate, the mansion was a site of
horticultural education for several years and today remains connected to the wild non-human
world through the milkweeds and monarch butterflies. The garden of the Barker Mansion has
been an integral part of Michigan City since its creation over a century ago and it will continue to
serve an important role for many years to come.
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Conclusion:
The American Gilded Age was a time of extreme social upheaval and change in the
country. Historians have written a good deal about the various aspects of the changes that took
place during the era and a fair amount of focus has been given to the environmental aspects of
the time period. This focus has primarily been on the rise of various environmental movements
and how these movements created spaces for expression, preservation, and conservation. This
thesis explores a slightly different aspect of the increasing environmental awareness of the time
period. Specifically, it focused on how the environment and human innovation interacted in
domestic spaces, and how that interaction would go on to shape the landscape for decades to
come. By analyzing the landscapes and histories of the Biltmore Estate and the Barker Mansion,
this thesis has shown that the effects of Gilded Age mansion gardens can still be seen in modern
American landscapes today. These gardens stand today as examples of not only Gilded Age
excess but also as examples of the environmental movements of the time period. Not only that,
the landscapes of the Biltmore Estate and the Barker Mansion show how humans influenced the
landscape through the introduction of exotic plants, often with unforeseen consequences.
The Columbian Exchange was the first step in the introduction of global marketplace in
plants to the American continent. Prior to the arrival of Christopher Columbus, the continent had
been isolated from the Old World, which allowed for species unknown to other continents to
flourish. The Columbian Exchange began a globe-changing plant transference as various species
of plants and wildlife were moved from one continent to another either by accident or for
purposeful trade. This plant trade initially focused on agricultural crops to support the commerce
of colonial empires, but then turned to ornamental species. This transference was aided by
amateur plant collectors and then new government agencies. At the same time that the plant trade
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turned to more ornamental plants, the American public became increasingly interested in public
parks and garden cemeteries as places to escape their increasingly hectic lives. Eventually, the
plant trade and an increasing American interest in nature culminated in the popularity of
ornamental Gilded Age pleasure gardens, where elites envisioned an escape from the newly
democratic public parks.
The Biltmore Estate is today one of the most well-known Gilded Age homes in the
country. Beyond the expansive manor home are the carefully curated grounds which have
withstood over a century of both human and environmental influences. As true to their origins as
the home, the gardens and forests of the estate have had a long-lasting impact on American
environmental movements. Its pioneering forestry program led to the establishment of the Pisgah
National Forest, the first national forest created under the Weeks Act, which has been
scientifically managed for well over a century. The lessons learned during the creation and
management of the forest changed how public forests across America were managed. A big part
of this change came from the Biltmore Forest School, which was established by Schenck in 1898
as the first forestry school in the country. Although the school did not endure, the lessons it
taught and the mindset that permeated both the school and the management style of the estate set
the precedent for forest conservation moving forward. The lasting influence of Biltmore forestry
can be seen today in vast national forests as well as small things, like the “Biltmore stick” tool
that is used to measure the diameter of trees and was pioneered in the estate forests.152
Just as important as the impact of the forest school and the scientifically managed forest
was the impact of the Biltmore Nursery. The nursery, which started for the purpose of furnishing
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the estate with plants, became a commercial business in the 1890s. Despite its relatively short
life as a commercial operation, even today attaching the Biltmore name to plants is a sure way to
ensure sales, something which the Netherland Bulb Company takes full advantage of. They have
partnered with the Biltmore Estate for several years now, selling both modern and historical
plants varieties and spreading the Biltmore’s horticultural legacy to yards across the country. The
nursery on the Biltmore grounds has returned to growing plants solely for use at the estate, but
the work being done there in horticultural conservation continues to place the Biltmore Estate at
the forefront of conservation and preservation of the environment. The Biltmore Estate is one of
the best examples of a landscape that has continually and positively influenced the overall
environmental landscape of America since its founding over a century ago.
Gilded Age gardens influenced more than just rural landscapes, as the urban Barker
Mansion reveals. On its surface, the Barker Mansion garden of today is vastly different from
when it was first planted. What is vital in the modern garden is the legacy of what is unseen. The
drainage systems of the house and garden allowed for a flourishing garden in a landscape that
was challenging to almost every design element put into place in this sunken garden. Human
innovation and manipulation of the landscape allowed for exotic plants to shelter within the walls
of the garden. Even today, the drainage system, which has gone untouched for over a century,
works so well that flooding is a very rare occurrence within the garden. This drainage system and
others like it were not at all uncommon among urban gardens or in other aspects of urban city
planning. Whereas the Biltmore Estate represents a unique landscape that diffused horticultural
elements to other homes, the Barker Mansion instead represents the same underground structures
that were vital to landscaping in many Midwestern cities as well as coastal locations across the
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country. Modern drainage systems echo and replicate systems such as the one in place at Barker
Mansion.
Like the Biltmore Estate, the Barker Mansion was also a place of learning. The impact of
the gardening classes held at Purdue’s Barker Center cannot be traced as easily as the impact of
the Biltmore Forestry School, but there was undoubtedly an impact. These classes taught many
people vital skills necessary to create, grow, and manage an urban garden. Specifically, the
classes taught how to create these gardens in Michigan City’s challenging landscape. Modern
gardeners, myself included, face many challenges when trying to create a garden in the lakefront
city. The popularity of the gardening classes meant that the small garden of the Barker Mansion
became a center of learning and a place that introduced many people to the joys and challenges
of urban gardening.
This thesis has shown how American Gilded Age gardens like the Biltmore Estate and
Barker Mansion had a lasting impact on the environment, from the rural countryside to urban
neighborhoods. This impact can be seen at the local as well as at the national levels. Moving
forward, further research on this topic could address more closely the impact “second wave” of
invasive plant species, the ones that followed the well-studied exchanges of colonization, and
how these species also permanently changed the environment. The current research on invasive
and exotic species largely focuses on the broad implications of plant transfer between countries
and how this global trade aided, and was aided by, the emergence of new professions and new
ideas about how the landscape should be shaped. Further study is needed to see the long-term
effects of the botanical boom of the American Gilded Age on the ground, and the long-term
legacy of historic gardens for our everyday lives.
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